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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose of the document

The NCI research study set of rules was followed in the design of this manual. The
application, methods, and tools employed in this project are detailed in this document.
This is done by using spring boot microservices . In these services each services is for
specific purpose. In addition we have implemented Apache Kafka messaging services to
get the utilization status of virtual machines.

2 System Requirements

The system requirements to run the project

• Operating System: Windows 10

• System Processor: Intel i5 core CPU @ 2.30GHz

• RAM: 4 GB

• System type: 64-bit operating system, x64-based processor

3 Installations

3.1 JAVA installation

It is possible to simulate the cloud environment using the Eclipse IDE with an integrated
JAVA development plugin. Installing it is as simple as following these first few steps:

• Install the Java Development Toolkit (JDK), which is required because the simula-
tion is written in the Java programming language. https://dist.springsource.com/release/STS/index.html

• Install the spring tool suite IDE to run https://spring.io/tools3/sts/all

• Open STS IDE by unzipping the downloaded folder and running the executable file
(.exe).
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3.2 Cloudsim Plus Installation:

CloudSim Plus is a simulation framework that is used for simulating the cloud computing
environment.

The following are the second set of steps to implement the simulation in the Spring
tool suite IDE:

• In maven repository and get the dependency of cloudsim plus .

• Just copy maven repository into pom.xml and then it added that dependency to
the class path.

3.3 Apache Kafka Installation:

• Apache Kafka binaries will be used for the installation of Apache Kafka. Go the
link https://kafka.apache.org/downloads

• After that create kafka folder and place the unzipped inside that folder.

• In the ”config/zookeeper.Properties” configuration file, change the path to the zoo-
keeper data directory.

Figure 1: Zookeeper configuration

• In the ”config/server.properties” file, change the Apache Kafka log file path.

Figure 2: Kafka server configuration
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4 Implementation

This sections about the implementation part of the proposed system. Initially, the imple-
mentation starts with Kafka zoo keeper followed by the creating zookeeper server where
we need to execute to commands to run Kafka server. After that data center virtual-
ization component is being started. After starting it is followed by the tracking of the
resource service. Then for under loading purpose a block under load defection service is
present and after under loading the overload detection is there. Finally the live virtual
machine migration is obtained as the result of implementation of all these steps.

The Figure3 shows the execution of zoo keeper server which is the very beginning of
the programming.

Figure 3: Zookeeper server

After this successful creation of zoo keeper server in a secured environment. Kafka
server is to be initiated and for this following command is executed as shown in Figure
4.

Figure 4: Kafka server

Figure 5 represents the code in which the simulation process is done in order to ensure
the distribution of workload among cloudlets and later this data is sent to the Kafka
consumer. So by all this we can say that the system is acting as the Kafka producer.

Tracking resource service is the next service which acts like a Kafka consumer and
in which the data is taken from the Kafka producer in equal intervals of time. This is
represented in the Figure 6.

In Figure 7 we can see how the overloaded services work. It’s working is to take
the data from tracking resource service in a particular interval of times and it intends
to prepare list of overloaded services by considering the CPU utilization of the virtual
machines.

Similarly in Figure 8 it is observed that how the under loaded services work the same
way as or lead services like taking data from tracking resource services and making their
list of under loaded services by considering the same parameter like CPU utilization.

Finally, by completing all these services like tracking research service, overloading and
under loading services. the data is collected from all these resources and the migration of
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Figure 5: Data Center Virtualization

Figure 6: Tracking resources services
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Figure 7: Overloaded Detection services

Figure 8: UnderOverloaded Detection services
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virtual machines takes place by using Ant colony optimization. And this is represented
in the Figure 9.

Figure 9: Live VM Migration
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